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 Another Challenging Year, but Still
Moving Forward!

How you can help:
Become a member

Sponsor a dog

Donate

Volunteer

www.afamafaial.org
Facebook: afama faial



Still Moving Forward in 2021

Covid-19 continued to affect the world in 2021, and while vaccination

brought some easing of restrictions we were still unable to hold many of the

customary events that help us to raise funds for the shelter. However, the

care of our animals continued as usual, many had the good fortune to find

loving homes, and we carried out more improvements to our facilities. 

2021 HALF-YEAR
REVIEW



Events and Collaborations
As in 2020, most of our traditional events  such

as  the  Agricultural Fair were cancelled, but we

did hold a mini cãominhada (dog walk) to the

beach at Porto Pim, so some of our dogs got an

exciting outing, while those who stayed in the

shelter received extra attention.

Covid-19 led to Animalife's traditional food drive

in the Continente supermarket being replaced

by a scheme that allowed customers of certain

shops to purchase vouchers when making a

payment at the checkout. This resulted in a

valuable contribution of dog and cat food for the

shelter.

Funchal's loss was our gain when a visiting sailor

representing Swiss organisation NetAp,

(Network for Animal Protection) came to the

shelter with a generous donation of flea

treatments for dogs. Unable to reach Madeira

from the Canary Islands due to persistent head

winds, AFAMA became the lucky recipient of this

unexpected windfall!

2021 HALF-YEAR
REVIEW



Our old website had served us well for

many years, but the march of time and 

 technology meant it needed to be

replaced. 

So now we have a brand new  website

to showcase all our wonderful dogs and

cats, and to provide information about

their welfare and how you might be able

to help us. 

If you haven't already done so, please

visit us at www.afamafaial.org.

We Have a New Website!

https://afamafaial.org/


After a long wait, we finally got our

own dedicated waterline, which

resulted in a much needed increase

in water pressure in our facilities.

Before this line was installed we

were tied in to that of CROA, the

adjoining municipal shelter, so when

they were using water we were left

with just a trickle. Frustratingly, it

also meant we could only carry out

one task a time, whereas now one

volunteer can be cleaning kennels

while another washes a dog in the

grooming room.

Improvements!

Following the placement of non-slip

tiles in all our outdoor kennels, we

now followed suit in the recovery

room, leading to a much safer

environment for sick or injured dogs,

and young puppies learning to walk. 



After having made our facilities more

cheerful and inviting with brightly

painted walls, this year we continued

by adding some decorative touches

to the kennels. Still work in progress,

the stencilled artwork  helps to make

the shelter feel a little more like

home.

Improvements!



Reaping the Rewards of
Last Year's

Improvements
The trees we planted last year surpassed

our expectations, taking advantage of all

the water and fertilizer (!) provided to

reach for the skies. The Paulownia, or

fox-glove trees, burst with beautiful

purple flowers in the spring and threw

much needed shade onto the play area

during the hot summer days thanks to

their huge leaves.

And the stainless steel buckets that

replaced the black rubber ones have

indeed proved resistant to chewing, but

also show just how often the water needs

to be changed to remain clean, improving

the health of our dogs.



The temporary kennels that were

constructed in late 2020 to house

dogs while their kennel floors were

being tiled have become an important

addition to the shelter's facilities. Not

only are they often needed to house

abandoned dogs when all our kennels

and those of CROA are full, but they

also enable us to safely introduce

dogs to each other before meeting

freely and ultimately being placed in

the same kennel.

Reaping the Rewards of
Last Year's

Improvements



 

Our close co-operation with
CROA's full-time veterinarian
and the Valvet Clinic ensures
that our dogs and cats get the
necessary treatment required
for their well being. All aftercare
and any prescribed medication is
administered by shelter staff
and volunteers.

Our grooming service is still
going strong, with bookings
almost daily. In this way we not
only raise vital funds, but also
get to see old friends and make
new ones too!

Our Four-legged Friends



We started 2021 with 110 dogs and 6 cats and by the end of June had  102 dogs and 15 cats. We

received 67 new residents: 38 dogs and 29 cats; had 57 adoptions: 42  dogs and 15 cats; and

suffered 9 deaths: 4 elderly dogs, and 5 kittens that were found without their mothers and

despite our best efforts were too young to survive alone.

In the first half of the year 21 of our puppies did find homes, but at the end of the summer

someone broke into the shelter and left 6 puppies loose in the facility. At around only two

weeks old they still needed their mother and four of them did not survive. And this shows why

sterilisation remains one of our primary focuses, and we are here to provide financial support

to those who need it. 

FLOW OF ANIMALS THROUGH THE SHELTER




